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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

Unique pirate-themed fighter "Shark" 6 rank

Unique pirate-themed interceptor "Grim" 8 rank

Unique pirate-themed frigate "Phoenix" 8 rank

"Black Label" 10 unique stickers

"Jackpot" 15 000 Galactic Standards

"License to Kill" A month of Premium subscription

"Captain's Cut" Permanent credit reward bonus +10%

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Pirate ships have stronger main weapons and more powerful capacitors, which is important for potent frigates as well as for
agile fighters and interceptors.

Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have "Elite" status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy

production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.

You save time and head into battle right away!

Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is

made easier and more comfortable.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.

In addition, pilots get more credits vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.

And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy gain are added to each other. Together, they provide a
greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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I've enjoyed all the onSkull escape rooms in desktop mode so far. Was seriously disappointed in this one having the hints not
working in desktop mode. You'd think it would be an easy fix for the developers. Sad they would leave it like that.. So what is it
really?

A wargame, a parody, a board game, a computer game?

I've played computer war games since 1983 and never found one I fundamentally disliked as much as this game.

It fails to show respect to history, has no fog of war, and is not even funny.

Biggest waste of my recent gaming dollars.. Finna Bust. Like very much the story of the game, also its easy to play with it.
Comparitively to the other titles by this developer, it's a hair less racy, but still has all the punch.
Filled with innuendos, refrences and a little bit of sexyness-- you'll enjoy yourself =)

Set off on your very own quest to become METAL AS ♥♥♥♥!

I bet you won't see it coming (What won't you see coming? Play and find out!)
 <3 <3
... and as always, get the game pack. All the titles by this developer are fun as ♥♥♥♥ and gave me hours and hours of
entertainment =). Orange Juice, please! I'm a college student, I have debts to pay and im already eating Cup Noodles every
night!
If you release DLC for the game I play during my lectures, im obviously going to buy it!
Because of this it was either eat dinner (Premium cup noodle) or buy this!
And I 100% made the right decision!
10\/10 will starve again for more DLC. This is a really fun game that I think people are missing out on due to not having fancy
graphics.
Firstly, the sheer amount of content you're getting is great for VR. Secondly, the controls and ship mechanics are *solid*. Third,
the comfort options are awesome. The biggest issue in VR right now is shallow\/poorly programmed games, and I would say that
Gem Hunter is an example of a well programmed game with lots of passion and nostalgia for Super Mario 64 behind it.. An
indecipherable mess that barely runs on modern computers. Interesting art style, but save the money and watch a playthrough on
YouTube.. Pretty not good, sadly. Too slow, hard to understand, it's not laid out very well, etc. etc. If you end up liking it
though, good for you.
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This is quite potentially the greatest if not one of the greatest games released on Steam.. Very simplistic shooter with very little
depth or originality. Best part actually are the graphics.
It's fun to try out 5 minutes, but after 5 minutes you either got bored or finished the game.. its not gonna be for most people.
Yeah I ducking love this.
Same as most VR games these days, excellent quick pick up and play.
Its really is just duckhunt in VR and works so well, very retro feel to it.
The 8bit grapics work so well.
Price point is excellent for what it is.. Abandonware.. I have played this game twice now, just to be sure. It cannot be completed
as there is always a piece missing at the end and no way to get it.. Am only part way through story mode, but am having a blast
playing this. The typical high-low card matching is nicely blended in to the campy noir hard-boiled detective story. The power
ups are fun and definitely necessary to get a 100% on even some of the earlier areas if you are a completist like me. Well worth
$7 IMHO.
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